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We report the anion photoelectron spectra of deprotonated thymine and cytosine at 3.496 eV

photodetachment energy using velocity-mapped imaging. The photoelectron spectra of both

species exhibit bands resulting from detachment transitions between the anion ground state and

the ground state of the neutral radical. Franck–Condon simulations identify the anion isomers

that contribute to the observed photoelectron spectrum. For both thymine and cytosine, the

photoelectron spectra are consistent with anions formed by removal of a proton from the N atom

that normally attaches to the sugar in the nucleotide (N1). For deprotonated thymine, the

photoelectron spectrum shows a band due to a ring breathing vibration excited during the

photodetachment transition. The electron affinity for the dehydrogenated thymine radical is

determined as 3.250 � 0.015 eV. For deprotonated cytosine, the photoelectron spectrum lacks any

resolved structure and the electron affinity of the dehydrogenated cytosine radical is determined to

be 3.037 � 0.015 eV. By combining the electron affinity with previously measured gas phase

acidities of thymine and cytosine, we determine the bond dissociation energy for the N–H bond

that is broken.

I. Introduction

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is the information carrier used

in most biological systems. Mutagenic changes to the nucleo-

base sequence may result in coding an incorrect amino acid

inside a protein with potentially lethal results. Such mutagenic

changes to the nucleobase sequence can result from single

strand breaks (SSB) and double stand breaks (DSB) following

exposure to ionizing radiation.1 Ionizing radiation results in

B104 electrons per MeV and these electrons undergo multiple

inelastic collisions inside the cell resulting in thermalization

within a few picoseconds.2 The initial step of radiation damage

is trapping of these thermal electrons by a nucleobase inside

DNA. Following electron attachment, lethal DNA lesions

such as strand breaks may occur through cleavage of either

the sugar–phosphate bond or the sugar–nucleobase bond.

A molecular level understanding of these phenomena re-

quires knowing the energetics of the processes that low-energy

electrons induce in the constituents of DNA. The focus of the

work described here is on measuring photoelectron spectra of

two deprotonated DNA bases, cytosine (C�H
�) and thymine

(T�H
�). These measurements yield electron affinities of the

corresponding open shell radical species, and thus provide a

key ingredient in understanding one of the most fundamental

electron-induced processes, dissociative electron attachment

(DEA) of an isolated DNA base,

Tþ e� ! ðT�HÞ� þH: ð1Þ

Comparison of low energy electron scattering experiments by

Illenberger3–7 on gas phase DNA bases and those by

Sanche1,8–10 on self-assembled monolayer films of DNA

strands have implicated DEA as the primary mechanism for

SSB’s in DNA. In gas phase studies of thymine, the ion yield

from reaction (1) as a function of incident electron energy is

dominated by a sharp peak at 1 eV and a broader feature at

1.8 eV; these have been shown to arise from DEA at the N1

and N3 atoms, respectively (see Fig. 1a).6,7 In Sanche’s

experiments, the SSB yield at low electron energies is very

similar, indicating that much of the same electron attachment

physics in the gas phase bases is operative in full DNA strands.

Calculations by Simons11–15 have indicated that the electron

forms a temporary negative ion state (TNIS) by initially

occupying the empty p* orbital localized on the base. In the

gas phase, the TNIS undergoes a non-adiabatic transition to a

s* orbital localized on the N–H bond, leading to reaction (1).

In full DNA strands, the corresponding process is cleavage of

the N–C bond linking the nucleobase to the ribose sugar unit.

However, the dominant non-adiabatic transition occurs via a

through-bond interaction to a s* orbital localized on the C–O

bond between the sugar and phosphate groups, leading to an

SSB with the negative charge localized on the phosphate

group.8 In contrast, Illenberger4 has assigned the sharp peak

in the DEA yield to attachment into a Feshbach resonance

associated with a dipole-bound state and have argued against

SSB formation via the proposed through-bond p* - s*

coupling mechanism.

Complementary approaches to understanding the interac-

tions between DNA constituents and electrons are offered by
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Rydberg electron transfer (RET) experiments by Scher-

mann16,17 and anion photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) carried

out by Bowen18,19 and Weinkauf.20 These experiments showed

that the stable anion formed by attachment of an electron to a

closed-shell DNA base is a dipole-bound state, in which the

excess electron is weakly bound to the highly polar base. The

PE spectra yielded electron affinities in the range of 60–

100 meV and showed little or no vibrational structure, as

expected for a dipole-bound state.

From the perspective of understanding dissociative electron

attachment, studies of the deprotonated bases are more rele-

vant. The corresponding neutral species are open shell radicals

with substantially higher electron affinities than the closed-

shell bases. Calculations by Ortiz,21 Schaefer22–24 and

Mark6,25 predict these electron affinities to lie in the range of

3–4 eV for radicals formed by N–H bond cleavage, with

considerably lower electron affinities for radicals formed by

C–H bond cleavage. These calculations illustrate one of the

problems associated with spectroscopic characterization of

these species, namely the existence of many close-lying struc-

tural isomers of both the deprotonated anion and the open-

shell radical. Fig. 1b and c summarize the calculated relative

energetics and adiabatic electron affinities for the lowest-lying

bases corresponding to removal of a proton from cytosine and

thymine. The adiabatic electron affinities of both nucleobases

and the relative energetics for the cytosine anion isomers are

based on the work of Schaefer22–24 while the relative energetics

for the thymine anion isomers are from calculations discussed

in section III of this paper. All of these isomers involve

deprotonation at N atoms and deprotonation at C atoms

results in considerably higher energy structures. For the

cytosine anion Schaefer22 calculates the most stable anion to

result from deprotonation at N1, while Ortiz21 finds deproto-

nation of cytosine at N8 to give the most stable anion. Hence,

binding energies obtained from PE spectra of the deproto-

nated anions are of limited use unless the isomer can be

identified.

In this paper, we present results from our experiments

on the anion photoelectron (PE) spectra for deprotonated

thymine and deprotonated cytosine at 355 nm (3.496 eV

Fig. 1 (A) Structures of the canonical forms of thymine (left) and cytosine (right). The N1 position is where the nucleobase bonds to the

sugar–phosphate backbone in DNA. (B) Structure and relative energy of some isomers of deprotonated thymine. The most stable isomer of

deprotonated thymine is the N1 isomer shown on the top left in the figure. N3 deprotonated thymine is less stable by B0.57 eV. (C) Structure and

relative energy of deprotonated cytosine isomers. The most stable isomer of deprotonated cytosine is the N1 isomer shown in the bottom middle of

the figure. The trans-N8 isomer is less stable than the N1 isomer byB0.13 eV and the cis-N8 isomer is less stable than the N1 isomer byB0.39 eV.
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photodetachment energy). Section II gives a brief synopsis of

the experimental setup. Section III presents the anion photo-

electron spectra and describes the electronic structure calcula-

tions used to interpret the spectra. In section IV, the

photoelectron spectra are analyzed via Franck–Condon simu-

lations to determine the anion isomers that contribute to the

observed spectra, based on the extent or absence of vibrational

progressions. In addition, electron affinities for the radicals

formed through electron detachment are determined. By

combining these electron affinities with the known gas phase

acidities for the canonical isomers of thymine and cytosine, we

determine the bond dissociation energy for the N1–H bond in

the neutral, closed-shell bases. Finally, the relation between

the measured electron affinities and branching seen in DEA of

DNA strands is discussed.

II. Experimental setup

The setup used for these experiments has been described in

detail previously.26,27 Briefly, anions are formed by super-

sonically expanding 15 psig Ar carrier gas into the source

region. The Ar carrier gas passes through a heated reservoir

containing the nucleobase (thymine or cytosine). The reservoir

is heated to B30–60 1C, which is below the decomposition

temperature of the nucleobase. The resulting Ar/nucleobase

gas mixture then passes through a pulsed discharge and is

crossed with a 1 keV electron beam. Anions are then mass-

selected using a linear reflection mass spectrometer with a

mass resolution of m/Dm = 2000.

Anions are photodetached using 355 nm photons (3.496 eV)

from the third harmonic of a pulsed Nd:YAG laser (Quanta

Ray DCR-3). The laser is focused B1.5 cm before the inter-

action region using a 50 cm fused silica lens. Photoelectrons

are collected using velocity-mapped imaging (VMI).28,29 The

VMI detector is a 2-D position sensitive detector, comprising

two microchannel plates coupled to a phosphor screen. A

charge coupled device (CCD) records the output of the

phosphor screen for later analysis. Photoelectron images are

typically acquired for 50 000 laser shots.

The original 3-D distribution is reconstructed from the 2-D

imaging using the basis set expansion (BASEX) Abel trans-

form method for image reconstruction.30 The photoelectron

spectra of deprotonated thymine and cytosine are calibrated

using the known 355 nm PE spectrum of O2
�.31 Finally, the

resolution for these experiments is about 2 pixels, which

corresponds to an energy resolution of B2.0%.

III. Results

Fig. 2 (top, right) shows the velocity mapped photoelectron

image of deprotonated thymine (T�H)
� taken at a detachment

energy of 3.496 eV and Fig. 2 (top, left) shows the recon-

structed image. The two bottom panels show the correspond-

ing image and reconstruction for deprotonated cytosine C�H
�.

Fig. 3 and 4 show the anion PE spectra for T�H
� and C�H

�,

respectively, derived from the reconstructed photoelectron

images in Fig. 2. The PE spectra are plotted in electron binding

energy (eBE), defined as eBE = hn � eKE, where hn is photon

energy and eKE is electron kinetic energy derived from the

image.

The T�H
� PE spectrum shows two bands, X0 and X1, with

peak maxima at 3.250 and 3.309 eV, respectively. The lower

binding energy band X0 is the origin transition corresponding

to detachment from the anion ground state to the ground state

of the neutral radical. In the next section, a particular thymine

radical is assigned to the X0 band allowing for a determination

of that radicals electron affinity as about 3.250 eV. Band X1

may be from either a vibrational progression or the origin

transition of a second deprotonated thymine isomer.

Fig. 2 Photoelectron images of deprotonated thymine (top) and

deprotonated cytosine (bottom). In both images, the right side of the

figure shows the raw photoelectron image at 3.496 eV and the left side

of the figure shows the transformed image. The arrow indicates the

polarization vector of the laser.
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Assignment of band X1 requires additional analysis, as dis-

cussed in the next section. The C�H
� PE spectrum shows a

single broad feature, X0, centered around 3.05 eV. Additional

analysis of the X0 band of C�H
� is given in the next section

along with an assignment of the electron affinity for the

cytosine radical observed in the photoelectron spectrum.

From the reconstructed photoelectron images, the photo-

electron angular distribution can be determined and fit to the

standard equation32

IðyÞ ¼ 1

4p
1þ bP2ðcos yÞf g ð2Þ

where I(y) is the photoelectron angular distribution, P2(cos y)
is the second Legrendre polynomial. The angle y is between the

laser electric field and the TOF axis of the electron. The

anisotropy parameter is b = �0.2 � 0.1 for both bands in

the T�H
� PE spectrum and for the only band in the C�H

� PE

spectrum.

Analysis of the photoelectron spectra requires the geome-

tries and normal modes for the anion and neutral involved in

the photodetachment transition. The structures in Fig. 1b and c

were investigated using density functional theory. The calcula-

tions were performed with a non-augmented double-z basis set
(cc-pVDZ) and the BP86 and BLYP functionals using the

Gaussian 03 program.33 These are the same density func-

tionals used previously to calculate the adiabatic electron

affinities,22,24 although a smaller basis set is used in our

calculations. The previous thymine calculations did not report

the relative anion energetics, but our BP86/cc-pVDZ calcula-

tions for thymine show that the N1 anion is the most stable

and the N3 anion lies 0.57 eV above N1.

IV. Analysis and discussion

Several deprotonated isomers can potentially contribute to the

observed photoelectron spectra in Fig. 3 and 4. In the case of

thymine, the N1 and N3 radicals have electron affinities in the

energetic range of the photoelectron spectra and in the case of

cytosine, the N1 and both trans-N8 and cis-N8 radicals have

electron affinities consistent with the photoelectron spectra

(see Fig. 1). In the case of both cytosine and thymine, the

adiabatic electron affinities for the isomers corresponding to

deprotonation of a carbon site are 0.5–2 eV lower in energy

relative to the experimental photoelectron spectra. Therefore,

we consider only the isomers involving deprotonation at the

nitrogen sites, which have calculated adiabatic electron affi-

nities in good agreement with the photoelectron spectra. We

assign which isomers contribute to the photoelectron spectra

by determining the Franck–Condon (FC) profiles for anion-

neutral transitions originating from each anion isomer depro-

tonated at nitrogen sites. The FC profiles are calculated using

the MolFC program, which uses the optimized geometry and

normal modes of the anion and neutral from BLYP/cc-pVDZ

calculations as described above. MolFC34 calculates the FC

factors for selected active vibrational modes of the anion and

neutral. The Duschinsky transformation is used to determine

the rotation matrix J and the displacement vector K between

the normal modes of the anion and neutral. FC factors can

then be calculated using a series of recursion relations. The FC

factors from MolFC are convoluted with an instrument

resolution function to generate the predicted photoelectron

spectrum for the individual isomers of deprotonated thymine

or cytosine. A comparison of the convoluted FC simulation

with a resolution of 25 meV with the photoelectron spectrum

allows for an assignment of the deprotonated anion that is

formed in the experiment.

We first consider the anion photoelectron spectrum for

deprotonated thymine. Fig. 3a compares the experimental

spectrum to the convoluted FC simulation for both the N1

(dashed line) and N3 (dotted line) anions of deprotonated

thymine. The two lower panels show stick spectra of the FC

profile for each detachment transition. Since the electron

affinity for neither the N1 nor N3 radical is known

Fig. 3 Anion photoelectron spectrum of deprotonated thymine at

3.496 eV. Panel A shows the experimental photoelectron spectrum

(solid black line). The dashed line in panel A shows the FC simulation

for N1 T�H
� convoluted the instrument resolution and the dotted line

shows the convoluted FC simulation for N3 T�H
�. Panel B shows the

stick spectrum of the FC profile for N1 T�H
� along with the

convoluted FC profile and panel C shows the stick spectrum of the

FC profile for N3 T�H
� along with the convoluted FC profile.
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experimentally, the peak at lowest binding energy in the

convoluted FC simulation is overlapped with band X0 in the

photoelectron spectrum.

According to the FC simulation for N1 T�H
� (Fig. 3b), the

most intense feature in the photoelectron spectrum is the

transition from the vibrational ground of the anion to the

vibrational ground state of the neutral. Furthermore, the N1

FC simulation shows activity in a ring deformation mode (n9)
with a vibrational frequency of 534 cm�1. Deprotonation at

the N1 site results in a lone pair of electrons in the former

s(N1–H) bonding orbital. Removal of one of these electrons

to make the radical leads to a small distortion of the six-

member thymine ring and activity in the n9 mode. The FC

simulation for N1 T�H
� predicts bands consistent with the

intensity and binding energy for both bands X0 and X1 in the

photoelectron spectrum, although the weak simulated feature

at 3.4 eV is not evident in the experimental spectrum.

The FC simulation for N3 T�H
� (Fig. 3c) is significantly

different from the N1 FC simulation. The most intense band in

the simulated photoelectron spectrum corresponds to the first

excited vibrational level of n6 with a frequency of 347 cm�1.

This mode corresponds to a concerted bend of the

OQC(4)–N(3)–C(2)QO portion of the thymine skeleton.

The N3 isomer exhibits significant activity in n6 because the

lone pair of electrons created by deprotonation is localized in

the former s(N3–H) bonding orbital, where the lone pair can

interact with the two adjacent CQO groups. Detachment of

one electron from this orbital results in significant shortening

of the two C–N3 bonds in the ring, leading to the observed

vibrational activity in n6. The FC simulation for N3 T�H
�

predicts a band near 3.29 eV eBE, which is 25 meV lower in

energy than band X1 in the experimental photoelectron spec-

trum (Fig. 3A). Furthermore, the intensity of the 3.29 eV band

in the N3 simulation does not agree with band X1. It thus

appears that N3 T�H
� does not contribute significantly to the

observed photoelectron spectrum.

On the basis of comparison between the experimental and

simulated spectra, we assign the photoelectron spectrum in

Fig. 3A as resulting from photodetachment of N1 T�H
�.

From the lowest energy transition in the photoelectron spec-

trum, the electron affinity for the N1 thymine radical is

determined to be 3.250 � 0.015 eV, in good agreement with

the calculated electron affinity22 for the N1 radical, 3.26 eV.

Next, we consider the photoelectron spectrum of deproto-

nated cytosine. Fig. 4a shows the C�H
� photoelectron spec-

trum along with FC simulations for N1 (dashed line), cis-N8

(dotted line), and trans-N8 (dash dotted line) C�H
�. The

simulated photoelectron spectrum (Fig. 4b) for N1 C�H
�

has very little structure after convolution with the instrument

resolution. The stick spectrum for N1 C�H
� shows activity in

the n4 vibrational mode with a frequency of 319 cm�1,

corresponding to NH2 umbrella motion. Activity in this mode

results because the NH2 group becomes more planar with

respect to the six-member ring upon photodetachment, with

the dihedral angle dropping from 42.6 to 19.81. This change, in

turn, reflects the shorter C–N8 bond length in the radical, 1.37

Å vs. 1.43 Å; the shorter bond has more double-bond char-

acter, resulting in a nearly planar C–NH2 group. The FC

simulation also shows a low intensity peak, n7 at 510 cm�1,

that has C–N(amine) stretching character.

The FC simulations for both trans-N8 (Fig. 4c) and cis-N8

(Fig. 4d) C�H
� are qualitatively similar and are therefore

discussed together. The FC simulations for both radicals

display activity in a low frequency (n4) mode that corresponds

to N(8)–C–C bending motion with a frequency of 350 cm�1

(trans-N8) and of 362 cm�1 (cis-N8). Furthermore, the

Fig. 4 Anion photoelectron spectrum of deprotonated cytosine at 3.496 eV. Panel A shows the experimental photoelectron spectrum (solid black

line) along with the convoluted FC simulations for N1 C�H
� (dashed line), cis-N8 C�H

� (dotted line), and trans-N8 C�H
� (dash dotted line). Panel

B shows the stick spectrum of the FC profile for N1 C�H
� along with the convoluted FC profile. Similarly, Panel C and Panel D show the stick

spectrum and convoluted FC profile for trans-N8 C�H
� and cis-N8 C�H

�, respectively.
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simulations show activity in the n21 vibrational mode, which

results from a H–N(8)–C bending mode of either radical. The

frequency of the n21 vibrational mode is 1240 cm�1 (trans-N8)

and 1237 cm�1 (cis-N8). Activity in n3 and n21 arises because
deprotonation of the NH2 group results in a lone electron pair

that is localized in the former s(N8–H) bonding orbital. This

large lone electron pair distorts the geometry of the amine

group in the anion relative to the radical.

The FC simulations for trans-N8 and cis-N8 C�H
� do not

reproduce the experimental photoelectron spectrum. In parti-

cular, both FC simulations predict an intense band near 3.2 eV

binding energy. The predicted band at 3.2 eV is far from the

origin transition at 3.0 eV and consequently such an intense

band would be easily resolved by the photoelectron imaging

experiments. Since the photoelectron spectrum shows no

evidence of such a band near 3.2 eV neither N8 isomer of

C�H
� appears to contribute significantly to the observed

spectrum in Fig. 4a.

As already discussed, the FC simulation for N1 C�H
� shows

a single broad feature. Taking the electron affinity of the N1

cytosine radical as 3.037 � 0.015 eV for the N1 cytosine

radical, the N1 FC simulation provides a reasonable fit to

the photoelectron spectrum is shown in Fig. 4a. This electron

affinity is in good agreement with previous calculations.24

Finally, an attempt to fit the photoelectron spectrum as a

linear combination of N1, trans-N8, and cis-N8 C�H
� resulted

in a simulated spectrum that is too narrow to fit the band

observed in the experiment.

The electron affinity for the dehydrogenated radicals can be

used to determine the bond enthalpy for the N–H bond

broken during formation of the radical. The bond enthalpy

is related to the electron affinity by:

DH ¼ GPA� IPðHÞ þ EA ð3Þ

where DH is the bond enthalpy, GPA is the gas phase acidity

for the N–H bond, IP(H) is the ionization energy of atomic

hydrogen, and EA is the electron affinity of the dehydroge-

nated radical. The ionization energy of hydrogen is well

known and our experiment directly measures the electron

affinity of the radical. The gas phase acidity for thymine35

and cytosine36 has been measured by Lee using bracketing

experiments. Lee gives the GPA for thymine as 14.49 � 0.11

eV and the GPA for cytosine as 14.79 � 0.10 eV. The GPA is

measured with the nucleobase thermalized at 298 K. There-

fore, we account for the heat capacities of all species to

determine the 298 K bond enthalpy. Inserting the GPA,

electron affinity and ionization potential of atomic hydrogen

into the above equation, we determine the bond enthalpy for

thymine as DH (T,N–H) = 3.97 � 0.11 eV and for cytosine as

DH (C,N–H) = 3.98 � 0.12 eV. Previous work5 has assumed

bond enthalpies for these nucleobases in the range of

4.0–4.3 eV.

Sanche8,9 has shown that cleavage of the sugar–phosphate

bond is the major dissociation pathway following electron

attachment to oligomeric tetramers (CGTA and GCAT).

However, cleavage of the nucleobase–sugar bond was also

observed as a minor pathway. Furthermore, the propensity for

nucleobase–sugar bond cleavage was determined to be T 4
A 4 C 4 G. Nucleobase–sugar bond cleavage leads to

formation of the N1 anion for both thymine and cytosine.

In the model proposed by Simons,11 the electron affinities of

the moieties produced by DEA play a key role in determining

the observed branching. The electron affinities for the N1

anions of thymine and cytosine are EA(T�H) = 3.250 �
0.015 eV and EA(C�H) = 3.037 � 0.015 eV indicating the

N1 thymine anion is more stable than the N1 cytosine anion,

which is consistent with the trends seen in Sanche’s experi-

ments.

V. Conclusion

In this paper, we present the 3.496 eV photoelectron spectra of

deprotonated thymine and cytosine obtained using velocity

mapped photoelectron imaging. The photoelectron spectrum

of deprotonated thymine exhibits two bands and the FC

simulation for the N1 thymine anion successfully reproduces

the bands observed in the spectrum. Furthermore, the experi-

mental electron affinity of the dehydrogenated N1 radical is in

good agreement with Schaefer’s calculations. For deproto-

nated cytosine, the photoelectron spectrum shows only a single

band, which is best fit by the FC simulation by N1 deproto-

nated cytosine. The electron affinity of the dehydrogenated N1

radical of cytosine is consistent with previous calculations. The

experimental electron affinity for N1 dehydrogenated thymine

or cytosine is combined with previous gas phase acidity

measurements to determine the N1–H bond enthalpy. Finally,

electron affinities determined from the current experiments are

consistent with Sanche’s measurements of the relative propen-

sities for sugar–nucleobase bond cleavage in single strand

DNA.
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